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Theme of the term is Excellence 
 

This term’s topic is ‘ Fairy Tales’ 
 

Date 24.04.2020 
Affirmation of the day I am precious 

  
Core and support 

 
Extension 

Phonics Guide time max 20 mins 
 
Giraffe group 

Objective: to read tricky words ‘oh’ and ‘their’ 

Introduce new tricky words. Oh, their. Use 
flashcards. Could use words from blue section of 
words for word bag. 

Objective : to read words applying phonic sounds. 

Read sentences Phase 5-> Read sentences -> week 1 
(W) 

Objective: Review the sound of ou and ow. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-6i0INcX40 

Objective: Review ai, ay 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGrIyCT7nK0 

 
Cheetah group 
 
Objective: to find words with st at start and –st at 
end. 
See sheet at the end. Choose one colour to colour st 
at start, choose a different colour for words ending –
st. Use felt pens or highlighters. 
 
Objective: to revise 2 syllable words. 
Phonicsplay Read Sentences Phase 3 two syllable 
word option 

 
 
Giraffe Group 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Extension: Write a 
sentence with do and 
out. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Write a sentence using a 

two syllable word. 
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Literacy  
Reading 

Guide time: up to 10 mins 
Objective: to think about the characters in the story 
of Sleeping Beauty.  
Share the story, discussing the characters. What did 
they look like? How did they behave?  

 

Literacy  
Writing 

Guide time: 15-20 mins 
Objective: to write sentences about a character.  
Remember capital letter, finger spaces and full stop 
at end.  
Choose your favourite character and write what you 
like from it, e.g.: I like the princess because she has a 
pretty dress. 
Support- adult scribe, child writes over letters. 

Minimum three 
sentences. Check 
punctuation. 

Handwriting 
focus  

Guide time: max 10 mins 
Tall letter family 
Objective: to form letter ‘b’ correctly-   

Lead in, bounce up straight, tall, bounce back down, 
bounce partway up, bounce over to go round to the 
line at the bottom and flick to the right to finish.  
Complete the b sheet in the handwriting workbook. 

Draw a picture of a bin 
and write b words 
around it. 

Maths 
Development  

  Guide Time: 20 mins 
Objective: to review ordinal number and teen 
number focus of the week. 
Choose games to play from the suggestions made 
this week. 
Or  
Ordinal focus- child to give direction to partner to 
get from position A to position B. Possibly put a toy 
at position B. to pick up. First -take two steps 
forward. Second – turn to your right. Third- take 
three steps forward. Give instructions until B /toy is 
reached. 
Or  
Teen numbers 
Resources- Twinkl Counting Number Sheets to print 
out. 
Show teen numbers. Use 10 base plus unit.  
 
Twinkl resource Spring themed Number sheet 
matching worksheets. 
Use the numicom bases to make the pictures.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Add or subtract parts of 
the pictures using the 
numicom bases. 

Afternoon 
learning 
EYFS  
curriculum 

Think about topic work based on the story Sleeping 
Beauty for the class topic section of the website. 
What will you send in?  
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Physical 
Development 

Guide Time: 20-30 mins 

Warm up 

Find a line and stand with the side of your foot to do 
it. Can you jump over the line and back again? Can 
you do it lots of times? 

Main activity. Balancing with a ball. 

· Using either your feet, can you travel in different 
directions controlling the ball on the floor? Can you 
stop the ball with one of your foot? Put the foot on 
the ball and keep the balance. Next time use the 
other foot. Travel - stop – travel – stop. 

Now use your hands to control the ball around the 
ground whilst travelling, and do the same travel – 
stop – travel - stop. 

· One ball between two people. Roll the ball in to 
each other, sit astride and aim between partners 
legs. 

Move to standing – bend to roll the ball. Aim to roll 
the ball between your partner’s feet – they stop it 
with both hands, pick it up and roll it back. 

· Now find two objects to stand in front of each 
other. Your aim is rolling the ball between them. 
Challenge, can you roll the ball from further? 

To finish 

Practice hoping on different foot and do some 
skipping. Can you start slow and go faster? How 
many times can you do it? 
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Find st and –st 
 

The stick was in the west of the wood. 
It was the best stick. I stopped and 
took it to put it in a nest. 

                    
 

Write the words out. 
 
   st                                               -st 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you add any more? 
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